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1. REVIEW OF PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1954 RELATING TO CERTAIN ITEMS: 
Item..7.5:4 of the Agenda 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to document A6/51 giving details of adjustments 

to the Director -General's proposed Programme and Budget estimates for 195+ rendered 

necessary by the decision on the budgetary ceiling taken on the previous day by the 

Committee on Programme and Budget. 

The DIRECTOR• -GE ог 1 L suggested that the draft resolution presented by the 

delegation of Lebanon on the recruitment of WHO personnel (document А6 /AFL /8 Rev.1) 

might more appropriately be discussed .under sub -item (b) of item 7.5.4 - Adequacy 

of the estimates for Administrative Services - than under item 7.4 - Staff. 

It was so agreed. 

(a) Adequacy of the Estimates for the Seventh World.Health Assembly, Meetings 
of the Executive Board and Meetings of the Regional Committees (Official Records 
No. k., pages 59 -62) . 

Decision;_ Тhe,cammittee approved the estimates for the Seventh World 
Health Assembly, meetings of the-Executive Board and meetings of the 
Regional Committees. 

(b) Adequacy of the Estimates for Administrative Services (Official Records 
No. 44, pages 100 -111, documents A6 51 and Х Т'4FL /8 Rev.1 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the adjustments to the provision for 

Administrative Services shown on page 4 of document A6 /51 resulting from the 

decision taken on the budgetary ceiling. He called $'or comments on the adequacy 
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of the estimates for Administrative Services and on the draft resolution proposed 

by the delegation of Lebanon (A6 /AFL /8 Rev,1). 

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) had no comments to make regarding the adequacy 

of the estimates for Administrative Services. He was, however, strongly opposed 

to the resolution presented by the delegation of Lebanon. If the committee did not 

agree with certain parts of the administration it should make specific objections 

but it would not be good administrative procedure to prevent the Director -General 

from appointing members of the staff whom he considered necessary owing to a general 

decision to maintain the present level of staff for a period of two years. In voting 

•for the appointment of the new Director -General delegations had shown that they 

had confidence in him and if they had confidence in him they should let him have a 

free hand in appointing personnel within the limits of the budget. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that as the delegate of the Netherlands had spoken on 

the proposed resolution by the delegation of Lebanon the committee should first 

discuss that document. 

The DIRECTOR - GENERAL said that the document had come as a very considerable 

shock to him as he had never before seen such a document presented in an international 

organization. If such a resolution were to be adopted, it would be taken as 

indicating a loss of confidence not only in the Director -General and the Secretariat 

but in the Executive Board. He recalled that the Executive Board at its seventh, 

ninth and eleventh sessions and the Fifth World Health Assembly had remarked upon 
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the fact that the increase of the work of the headquarter's Secretariat had been 

out of all proportion to the increases in staff (see Official Records No. 33, page 3, 

last paragraph; Official Records No. 40, page 14.1, paragraph 5; Official Records 

No. 46, page 51, paragraph 42 and Official Records No. 42, page 269, paragraph 5). 

While the field staff of the Organization had increased.in 1952 by more than 50 

per cent,, headquarter's staff had increased by just over 1 per cent and the staff 

cf regional offices, including the setting -up of an entire new regional office, 

by only 17 per cent. 

The Executive Board had kept the matter under close attention from the 

beginning and had reported regularly each year to the World Health Assembly. At 

no time had it suggested that the administrative staff should be reduced or that 

it was even adequate to un еrtаkе all the work required of it. He felt it would 

be incumbent on him to advise the new Director- General not to take the oath of 

office until the matter were settled and his responsibilities clearly laid down. 

T:ae proposed resolution would take out of the hands of the Director- General a 

large part of his responsibilities and would even involve an amendment of the 

Co,stituticn. He therefore felt that there must have been a misunderstanding on 

the part of the author of the proposal, particularly since it was well -known that 

the administrative costs.of the Technical Assistance Programme were considerably 

less in proportion to total Technical Assistance costs in the World Health 

Organization as compared to those of other specialized agencies. The Executive 

Board and the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination had highly commended WHO 

on that account, 
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Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) enquired whether he would be in order in raising the 

question to which he had referred at the opening meeting concerning the number 

of staff employed under the regular budget and the Technical Assistance budget. 

The CHAIRMAN left it to the judgment of -the delegate fór Pakistan whether he 

should raise the question at that stage or wait until a decision had been taken 

on the proposed resolution of the delegation of Lebanon. 

Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan) thought it preferable to outline his questions so that 

the Secretariat might have time to collect the information. The first concerned 

the pattern of the Organization it was intended to have at the regional offices. 

At present the Regional Offices, national projects and field teams were all 

modelled on the pattern of headquarters which consisted of departments sub -divided 

into sections manned by specialists on the different subjects. Decentralization 

hn.d been decided upon at the outset and continued ever since but there did not up 

to now appear to have been a reduction in staff at any level. Secondly, he 

wondered whether there was not a certain amount of duplication which might be • 

eliminated since the regional programmes were the responsibility of the Regional 

Committees and involved very little work for the specialists at headquarters. 

Thirdly, he would like information on the number of technical and non -technical 

staff members employed under the regular budget and under the Technical Assistance 

budget both at headquarters, in the regional offices and in the field. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that in his elaboration of the question the delegate of 

Pakistan had covered a much wider field than that of his original question. The 

general pattern of regional and headquarters administration, the duplication of 

specialists at headquarters and the manner in which regional requests were dealt 

with before incorporation in the budget were not relevant to the question under 

disе'ssion. Some of the points regarding the pattern of regionalization and 

specialists were being dealt with by the Committee on Programme and Budget under 

their consideration of the budgets for advisory and technical services. He would 

however request the Secretariat to endeavour to supply the information required by 

the delegate of Pakistan concerning the breakdown of technical and non-technical 

staff, 

In reply to a further question by the delegate of Pakistan, the CHAIRMAN said 

that insofar as the budgetary. aspects of.,the two items were concerned he was of 

opinion that they ranged .outside the narrow confines of the items at present before 

the committee and that the f nancial consequences of any duplication of headquarters 

and regional offices staffs might .usefully be -considered by the committee when 

dealing with the study on regi.onali,zation. 

Мr. SIF,GEL (Assistant Director- General, Department of Administration and Finance) 

Secretary, réfèrréd the delegate óf Pakistan to the tables on pages 37•, 35 and 39. of 

Official Records No.•44, sh6wing the major organizational units, and the proposed 

expenditure from the various funds. Should he, after study of those tables, require 

additional information the Secretariat would be glad to provide it. 
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Dr. JAFAR (Pakistan), thandng the Chairman for his statement, assumed that he 

would be able to raise the question when the study on regionalization was under 

discusвion, His questions were intended to be considered in a general manner and 

particularly in relationship to the budget estimates rather than to the proposed 

programme. He would examine the tables to which the Secretary. had referred and 

ask for further information if necessary. 

Mr. V1ILIIAMs (Canada) said the resolution proposed by the Lebanon delegation 

contained certain statements with which the Canadian delegation could not agree. 

Certain statements in the preamble for instance might or might not be true when seen 

from the point of view of individual delegations. The crux of the resolution was 

however contained in the final paragraph. He did not recall any provision whereby 

the Director -General must submit either to the Board or the Health Assembly nominations 

for positions and the principle was one which the Canadian delegation could not accept. 

It had always been their point of view in the case of any international .organization 

that the Director- General was appointed with the full confidence of all Member 

Governments and that he should be free to select his staff always provided that he was 

aware of the general provisions 'regarding efficiency, integrity,' geographic distri- 

bution and so forth. 

Dr. HAYEK (Lebanon) assured the Director -General of the good intentions of the 

delegation of Lebanon which had not intended to criticize the choice of officials or 

the administration of the Secretariat. The delegation had on several occasions 

expressed its appreciation to the Director- General and his staff. The draft 
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resolution referred to the future.. The number of permanent officials both аdmini- 

strative and technical had increased regularly year by year and according to document 

A6 /AFL /2 had now reached.1,228, not including short-term consultants. While those 

increases were understandable in the preceding years when divisions, administrative 

and advisory services and regional offices were being established, it would be difficult 

to understand the reason for their continuation in the future. Representatives of 

the Secretariat had however repeatedly said in committees and sessions of the Health 

Assembly that the staff was not always able to carry out all the work entrusted to 

it. Would it not be preferable to increase salaries or grant indemnities for 

supplementary work in order to improve the yield of the existing staff rather than 

to make new appointments which might cause a drain on the budget? 

Dr. MURPHY (United States of America) said that while the United States delegation 

shared the constant preoccupation with the financial affairs of W I felt by many other 

Members, it believed that the proposed resolution could not solve any problems and 

might only create new ones. It would be regarded' as an administrative strait-jacket 

and was not in the interests of good administration. He shared the views of the 

delegate of the Netherlands regarding the difficulties that would be caused to the 

new Director- General, and took the opportunity of expressing a very high regard for 

the good administration of the present Director -General and his staff. The remarkable 

disproportion between the increase in activities compared with the increase in staff 

was evidence that the increased dollars in the budget were well spent. 
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Mr. BOUCHER (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland), associating 

himself with the remarks of the delegates of Canada, the Netherlands and the United 

States of America, said that the resolution from a strictly practical point of view 

appeared unduly rigid. It should be borne in mind that the Director -General was 

already faced with the task of effecting a number of economies, which he would no 

doubt carry out as he had always done in the past with every regard to the proper 

working of the Organization. The results of those economies would probably achieve 

what the delegate of Lebanon had in mind in advocating maintenance of the present 

level of staff. 

Dr. HAYEK (Lebanon), after hearing the explanations given by previous 'speakers, 

asked leave to withdraw his resolution. 

The CHAIR АN said the proposal might be regarded as withdrawn. The discussion 

would be recorded in the minutes of the meeting, and no doubt the competent 

authorities would take into account any special points that had been raised regarding 

the administration of the Organization with special reference to staff questions. 

Turning to sub -item (b) of item 7.5.4 - Adequacy of the estimates for 

Administrative Services - he said that a total reduction of $13,875 was proposed 

in Appropriation Section 8 - Administrative Services - in document Аб /51. The 

revised total for Administrative Services, amounting to <1,O18,5O6, was shown on 

page 5 under Part III. 

Decision: The committee approved the provision for Administrative Services 
as adjusted in document A6/51. 
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(c) Special Fund for Extra Costs of Organizational Meetings 
(Official Records No. 43) 

The CHAIRMAN said the item stemmed from resolution ЕВ10.R25 adopted by the 

Executive Board at its tenth session (Official Records No. 43) in which it requested 

the Director- General to include in the 1954 budget the sum of 25,000 dollars for a 

Special Fund for Extra Costs of Organizational Meetings. At its meeting on the 

previous day, however, the Committee on Programme and Budget had decided that that 

provision should be deleted and that any savings from the 1953 budget, up to a 

maximum of 25,000 dollars, might be used for that purpose< The reduction of 

:2.5,000 dollars in Appropriation Section 9 was indicated in document A6/51. As 

a consequence of that decision a new resolution for adoption by the Sixth World 

Health Assembly was proposed in Annex 3 of document Аб /51 to be substituted for 

that proposed by the Board in its resolution ЕВ10.R25. 

Dr. MURPHY (United States of America) said that the United States delegation 

believed, that the value of visits and of holding meetings in various parts of the 

world was such that under optimum circumstances they were justified, but it queried 

the desirability from the point of view of efficiency of holdihg a business meeting, 

as opposed.to a scientific meеting; away from the building especially provided for' 

such meetings. In spite of its sympathy with the thought behind the resolution, 

the United States delegation could not support it because it felt that at the present 

time when financial resources were limited it would not be appropriate to indulge 

in an enterprise that was desirable but not pr marily necessary. 
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Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) failed to appreciate how the resolution in document 

A6/51 could be put forward in view of the acceptance by the Committee on Programme 

and Budget of the proposal of 13 Member States to delete the provision of ;25,000. 

Hе assumed that it had been the opinion of that committee that the sum of $25,000 

should not be spent in the way suggested by the Board. The decision of the 

Committee on Programme and Budget must be respected and any savings in the 1953 

budget should be used for other purposes. 

The СIIAIRTIАN drew attention to the qualification in paragraph (1) of the 

recommendation by the 13 delegations (document Ab /45, p.2) to the effect that in the 

event of the Sixth Health Assembly approving the principle of the recommendation made 

by the Executive Board at its tenth session, this fund should be established by 

authorizing the use of savings from the 1953 budget up to a maximum of $25,000. It 

appeared, therefore, that the adoption of the principle in the Board's recommendation 

or of a different or modified principle was a matter that could be determined by the 

committee and an appropriate resolution could be put forward. He called on the 

Secretary to make some additional explanatory remarks. 

The SECRETARY said the purpose of the Board's resolution was only to establish 

the fund as a principle. It did not make any provision for placing funds into the 

Special Fund except through a provision to be included in the 1954 budget. The 

Director -General had endeavoured in the resolution in Annеx 3 to document A5 /б1 to 

combine the proposal of the Board at its tenth session and that of the 13 delegations 

by making provision, first, for a fund to be established as a.principle and, secondly, 

for savings, if any, from the 1953 budget to be paid into that fund úp to a maximum 
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of $25,000. The committee might wish to consider the matter in two parts; first, 

the question of principle and, secondly, the way in which the fund should be 

augmented. 

Professor CANLPERIл, representative of the Executive Board, explained that as a 

consequence of the resolution adopted by the Fifth World Health Assembly concerning 

the holding of Health Assemblies away from headquarters, the Executive Board had 

examined the matter and recognised that it was in principle desirable if possible to 

hold Health Assemblies in other places. To do so provided opportunity for making 

the work of the Organization better known and appreciated in other countries and gave 

the delegates the possibility of studying the health organization and institutions in 

different countries. As a result of the decision of the Committee on Programme and 

Budget to suppress the *25,000 provided under Appropriation Section 9, the original 

resolution of the Board had had to be revised and the resolution now before the 

committee contained the authorization to credit the fund with savings from the budget 

for 1953 and future years up to a maximum of $25,000. That corresponded with the 

principle and spirit in which the Board had proposed the original resolution. 

Dr. HUКТЙDO (Cuba) said that the Government of Cuba considered the advantages of 

holding World Health Assemblies in places other than headquarters to be very slight.. 

The financial circumstances of the Organization had changed since the Board had made 

its provision. The Committee on Programme and Budget had decided to reduce the 

budget ceiling and it appeared anomalous to propose the establishment of a fund which 

would reserve Certain amounts for holding assemblies away from headquarters. The 

Organization was faced with financial di f iculties which might even increase, 
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especially as regards technical assistance funds. An excess of funds in the 1953 

budget was a purely hypothetical matter. In fact, the setting up of the fund would 

mean a budgetary deficit. For those reasons the Cuban delegation recommended that 

the proposed fund should not be set up. 

Mr., SOLE (Union of South Africa), as one of the delegations that put forward the 

recommendations adopted on the previous day by the Committee on Programme and Budget, 

wished to explain briefly how the question of the Boardls recommendation had arisen. 

Delegates would recall that it had been considered essential to establish the 

budgetary ceiling as early as possible. In putting forward the proposal to delete 

the $25,000 the Committee on Programme and Budget had not intended to prejudge the 

discussion now taking place and for that reason it had included the qualification in 

paragraph (1) to which the Chairman had drawn attention. He wished to make it clear 

that in introducing that phrase, the sponsors of the recommendation had not 

committed themselves to the principle that savings up to a maximum of $25,000 should 

be devoted to holding meetings away from headquarters. 

Sir Arcot МUDALI1R (India) was at a loss to know why the committee had before 

it a resolution concerning a special fund for extra costs of organizational meetings, 

when the Committee on Programme and Budget had already adopted a resolution whereby 

approval in principle was required by the Sixth World Health Assembly before further 

recommendations could be made with regard to the setting up of the fund. The 

resolution under discussion was in his opinion redundant, in that its content had 

already formed the subject of a resolution adopted by the main dommittee, and 
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anticipatory, in that the establishment of the fund envisaged required the prior 

approval of the Health ilssemьl y. 

The СНL. RI'UМ informed the delegate of India that the two main committees of the 

Health lssembly were on an equal footing; the Committee on Administration, Finance 

and Legal Matters had not met when the budget ceiling was under discussion in the 

Committee on Programme and Budget. The Health Assembly had approved the 

assignment to the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters of certain 

items on its agenda, including item 7.5.4 (с) relating to the setting up of the 

special fund for extra costs of organizational meetings, with particular reference 

to resolution EB10.R25 of the tenth session of the Executive Board. The terms of 

the resolution adopted by the Committee on Programme and Budget, at its third 

meeting, for the allocation of savings to the proposed fund "in the event" of the 

Sixth Health Assembly approving the recommendation in principle, still left it open 

to the present committee to make recommendations to the Health Assembly with regard 

to the method of building up such a fund. The resolution under discussion, 

therefore, was, not out of, place in the present committee. The committee was 

required to submit its recommendations direct to the Health Assembly which would, 

of course, take the final decision in the matter. 
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Mr. WILLIAMS (Canada) said that two main points had emerged from the remarks 

of the Secretary. The first was the principle of the setting up of a special 

fund; the second .was the method whereby monies should be allocated to that fund. 

Apart from the question of the desirability of holding Health Assemblies in places 

other than headquarters, his Government was wholly opposed to the principle of 

establishing a special fund, and was therefore not concerned with the method of 

allocating monies to it. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the committee to decide first its attitude to the 

principle of establishing a special fund, and subsequently to consider the terms 

of the two resolutions before it. 

Mr. JASON (New Zealand) thought that the committee should first decide 

whether it approved the principle of holding Health Assemblies in places other 

than headquarters. If that were so, then it would be only reasonable to approve 

the setting aside of funds to absorb the extra cost of such meetings. The 

committee had at its fourth meeting accepted an invitation from the Mexi:an 

del gation to hold the World Health Assembly in Mexico City in 1955. The 

acceptance of that invitation showed that the committee was not opposed to the 

idea of holding Health Assemblies elsewhere than in Geneva, and it would therefore 

be only logical for it to follow up that step by another making it possible to 

provide the extra resources required. 

If the proposal to hold Health Assemb ies away from headquarters were adopted 

in principle and if a special fund were set up to defray. additional costs, .he 

foresaw the possibility of the fund accumulating excessively in those years when, 
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for purely practical reasons, it was decided to hold the Assembly in Geneva. To 

avoid that difficulty, his delegation would welcome the insertion in the relevant 

resolution of a clause permitting the Assembly to use part or all of the fund for 

other purposes if it were held at headquarters. The resolutioп so amended could 

claim the support of his delegation and might, he thought, meet the objections of 

the United States delegation. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the Fifth World Health Assembly in its resolution 

WHA5,1+8 had not specifically adopted the principle of holding Health Assemblies 

away from headquarters but had envisaged the possibility of their being held 

elsewhere, with a consequent increase in cost. The proposal before the committee 

was that provision should be made for meeting those costs in one particular way. 

Alternatively, however, budgetary provision could be made in any year in which it 

was decided to hold the Health Assembly away from headquarters. Thus the amendment 

to the resolution put forward by the delegate of New Zealand seemed premature. It 

would be well for the committee to decide first whether it approved the principle 

of defraying additional costs by means of a special fund set up for the purpose, 

before it considered the use of the money which might accumulate in such a fund. 

Mr, CHESSON (Liberia) said that having regard to the action taken by the 

committee at its fourth meeting with respect to the Seventh and Eighth World 

Health Assemblies, and bearing in mind-the urgent necessity for the Organization 

to exercise the greatest possible economy in the use of its resources, and in view 

of the fact that the Secretariat and the Executive Board had been requested to study 

the advisability tt° holding Health Assemblies away from headquarters, his delegation 
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deemed it undesirable to. approve the setting up of a special Lund at the present 

juncture. In the event of there being budgetary savings his delegation was of the 

opinion that they should be employed in the expansion of Technical Assistance to 

underdeveloped countries. Thus, while appreciating the spirit in which the' 

resolution had been drafted, he would be obliged to vote against it At the present 

time. 

Mr. GEЕВАТS (Belgium) reminded the committee that the question of the . 

holding of Health Assemblies away from headquarters together with the additional 

costs involved, was not being discussed for the first time at the Sixth Health 

Assembly, He recalled the discussion which had taken place in the Committee on 

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters at the Fifth World Health Assèmbly. The 

delegate of Liberia had at that time - and he cited the 'minutes of-the seventh 

meeting of the committee (Official Records No. 42, pages 282 -284) - recognised the 

desirability of holding future Health Assemblies away from headquarters and mаdе 

recommendations for the defraying of additi'onal.costs, and the delegate of India 

in his capacity as Chairman of the committee had made a definite proposal for 'the 

setting aside of a sum annually to build up a fund that would cover the additional 

costs. He was surprised at certain radical changes of viewpoint which had been 

evinced, 

Dr, MURPHY (United States of America) observed that developments had taken 

place within the Organization since the Fifth World Health Assembly and that it was 

such changes which warranted the holding of periodical meetings. He wished the 

Committee to know that in voting for the proposal put forward by the Mexican 

Delegation at the fourth meeting of the committee, his delegation had been concerned, 
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not with the principle ©f holding Assemblies away from headquarters, but with the 

propriety áf responding to the generous gesture of the Government of Mexico. With 

regard to the suggestions made by the delegate of New Zealand,"he'said that the 

proposed amendment did not meet his delegation's fundamental objection to the entire 

proposal. The position of his delegation therefore remained unchanged. 

In reply to a question put by the'delegate of India, the CHAIRMAN said that 

of thé two resolutions before the committee, the basic resolution was' that 

formulated by the Executi 're Board at its tenth session, in' EB10.R2'5''which• included 

a request to the Director-General to include'in the programme and budget estimates 

for 1954•an amount of $25,000 to be used for the initial establishment of thé 

special fund; The second resolution, that proposed for adóption'by the Sixth 

World Hèёith Assembly (Annex З of document :Á6t51). contained a text modified as 'a 

result of the deletion from the budget of the item for $25,000. The later résolution 

embodied no specific provision but allowed for the transfer to the special fund 

of any savings realized within the budget for 1953 and future years uр•to an amount 

not ёсёеdјng $25,000 in any one year. 

Mr. SOLE (Union of South Africa) submitted that since the item which figured 

in the Executive Board's resolution (EB10,R25) had been deleted from the budget, 

there'гemaihed in fact only one resolution for'the committee, that appearing.as 

Annex 3 to "document A6/51. 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that although the request to the Director -General 

to allocate 25,000 dollars for the setting up of a special fund, which was contained 

in the Executive Board's resolution, was annulled by the deletion of the item from 
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the 1954 budget, there remained the provision whereby the Executive Board recommended 

to the Sixth World Health Assembly the approval in principle of the establishment of 

a Special Fund, to be "augmented periodically through the annual budgets of the 

Organization ". He could not but conclude that the committee was required to take 

a decision on both questions, the first - the proposal contained in the Executive 

Board's resolution - being of a general nature, and the second, included among the 

Director -General's adjustments to the budget for 1954, containing specific proposals 

for the allocation of monies to the fund. 

The SECRETARY, speaking on behalf of the Director -General, proposed that in 

order to make it clear that if the fund were established the full amount in it 

need not necessarily be used to defray the additional cost of holding Health Assemblies 

away from headquarters, and also that any part of the fund might at the discretion 

of the Health Assembly be used for some other purpose, the following amendments 

should be made to the resolution appearing as Annex 3 to A6/51: 

Paragraph 3 to begin "DECIDES that a specific portion of this fund shall 

be used . . •" 

Paragraph 4 to read "REQUESTS the Director- General to include a report on the 

financial status of the fund in his annual financial statement presented to the 

Health Assembly, so that the Assembly may decide whether any part of the fund should 

be used for any other purpose approved by the Health Assembly ". 

Mr. CHESSON (Liberia) referring to the quotation made by the delegate of 

Belgium from the minutes of the fifth meeting of the Committee on Administration, 

Finance and Legal Matters at the Fifth World Health Assembly, recalled that in his 
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earlier intervention he had made particular reference to present circumstances in 

explaining the position now taken by bis delegation,. 

Sir Arcot MUDALYAR (India), also referring to the quotation made by the 

delegate of Belgium, said that his concern when in the Chair at that meeting had 

been that resolutions should not be passed without the backing of adequate financial 

provision. Turning to paragraph 2 of the resolution submitted by the Director - 

General (Annex 3, document A6f51) he said that he saw no reason. for overriding the 

Financial Regulations since it was proposed to transfer savings realized from any 

part of the Appropriation Resolution for 1953 and future years. 

Mr. MASON (New Zealand) was under the impression that the Committee on Programme 

and Budget had at its third meeting adopted a resolution which was confined to the 

fixing of the budget ceiling, and that there had been no question of the deletion 

of items from the budget. Furthermore, as no difficulty had arisen in the past 

in linking in a single resolution the principle of holding meetings away from 

headquarters with the detail of its application in practice, he saw no reason for 

taking separate decisions at the present Health Assembly on the different aspects of 

the problem. His delegation regarded the resolution as amended by the Secretary 

as reasonable, and was prepared to support it. 

Dr, HuRTADO (Cuba) said that the committee was concerned solely with the 

proposal - and he quoted from page 8 of document A6 /51 - to "establish a fund to be 

called the 'Special Fund for Extra Costs of Organizational Meetings' ". His delegation 

found that proposal irreconcilable with the present financial situation of the 
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Organization. The Health Assembly had just reduced the Organization's normal 

budget for regular expenditure. How, then, cоuld there be any question of setting 

up an auxiliary fund intended to meet extraordinary costs? As for the amendments 

put forward by the Secretary, they plainly contradicted the title of the resolution: 

the resolution required the setting up of a special fund for the extra costs of 

Health Assemblies; it was now proposed that that fund might be used for any 

purpose other than defraying the costs of Health Assemblies. He said in conclusion 

that his delegation was entirely opposed to the whole of the resolution before the 

committee. 

Mr. RUEDI (Switzerland) said that in his view the delegates of New Zealand 

and Cuba had adequately expressed the different points of view existing in the 

committee, and he would therefore move the closure of the debate. 

In accordance with Rule 56 of the Rules of Procedure, the СHAГRMAN declared 

the debate closed. 

He then put to the vote the resolution appearing as Annex 3 of document A6/51, 

as amended by the Secretary. 

Decision: The resolution as amended was rejected by 31 votes to 12 

with 3 abstentions. 

The CHAIRMAN then put to the vote the resolution contained in the recommendation 

to the Sixth World Health Assembly by the Executive Board dt its tenth session 

(Official Records No. 43, pages 9 and 10). 

Decision: The resolution was rejected by 5 votes to 4 with 9 abstentions, 
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(d) Text of the Appropriation Resolution for the Financial Year 1954 
(Official Records No. 44; document A6/51, Annex 25. 

The С1АIRMАN said that the committee was required to approve the text of the 

resolution appearing as Annex 2 to document А,6/51 for forwarding to the Committee 

on Programme and Budget and include in it only the figures for the Parts dealt with 

by the committee and the amounts of the casual income. 

Decision: The committee unanimously approved the form of the resolution 
for the proposed appropriation for the financial year 1954, including the 

amounts for all except Part II. 

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m. 


